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plaid tote
TIME: 1.5 hours
DIFFICULTY:

••••

LEARN: How to stencil and draw
on fabric, upgrade existing tote with
leather handles, and feature fabric as
your pattern

Step up your tote game with this easy and super-flexible project. You
could draw a logo or any design you like. To draw a specific design use
dressmaker’s carbon or Saral wax-free transfer paper. I wanted custom
totes but didn’t want to pull out the sewing machine so I worked up this
technique to give some solid details to a plain canvas tote. You could
stencil and draw your design and just stop at step 9, but if you are up

REMIX: Use this technique to draw
or paint any natural fabric item

for it, add some classy and sturdy leather handles. Because you are

MATERIALS

you. Feel free to use a straightedge and ruler to draw the plaid pattern,

Cotton canvas tote

but I liked the hand-drawn nature of the pattern to contrast with the

Painter’s tape, 2" (5cm) wide

more formal handles.

Fabric screen printing ink, 4 oz
(118.3mL)
Stencil brush, 1" (2.5cm)

cutting the handles yourself, you can make them any length that suits

I chose fabric screen printing ink for the bottom panel to give the
illusion of a bag made with contrasting fabrics. While you could also

Fabric Fun pastel dye sticks

paint the plaid pattern with screen printing ink, I like the bright, rich

Iron

colors, variety of line thickness, and tonal changes that the Fabric Fun

2 sheets scrap paper, at least
17" × 15" (43cm × 38 cm)

pastel dye sticks give. We heat-set the screen printing ink and pastels
at the same time, but you will need a different sheet of scrap paper for

Scissors (optional)

each side of the tote because the pastels stick to the paper as heat from

Leather strap, about 50" (127cm)
long, 1" (2.5cm) wide, and 1.6mm to
2mm thick (optional)

the iron draws excess pigment from the cloth.

High-quality hole punch, such as
Crop-A-Dile (optional)

instructions

8 double cap brass rivets (with
a length, base, and cap of 5⁄16"
[7.9mm]) (optional)

1. Place a strip of painter’s tape across the bottom of the tote so the

Hammer (optional)

bottom edge of tape is 4" (10cm) above bottom seam. Repeat with the
reverse side of tote.
2. Fill paint lid with paint, dip stencil brush into paint, and stipple paint

onto bottom portion of tote, adding more paint until the coat is solid.
Remove tape and set to dry. Repeat with reverse side of tote. (Note:
If your tote has a gusset, open it up and paint the inside. Pay special
attention to coating the seams.) (a)
3. Place a strip of painter’s tape over the top of painted portion of tote.
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plaid tote (continued)

a

b

c

d

e

f

4. Use Fabric Fun pastel dye sticks to draw parallel horizontal lines across

width of tote, starting about 21⁄2" (6.5cm) from top. (b)
5. Draw parallel vertical lines down length of tote, starting 21⁄2" (6.5cm) from

left seam. (c)
6. Draw parallel vertical lines on either side of each existing vertical line. (d)
7. Draw parallel horizontal lines on either side of each existing horizontal

line. (e) Remove tape.
8. Repeat steps 3–7 on reverse side of tote. (f)
9. Heat iron to cotton setting with no steam. Place scrap paper over tote and

heat-set dye sticks and screen printing ink. Repeat with reverse side of
tote, using clean scrap paper. (g)
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g

h

i

j

k

l

10. If desired, use scissors to cut off each handle. (h)
11. Punch two holes 1⁄2" (13mm) and 11⁄2" (3.8cm) from top of tote on each of

the handle areas. Repeat with reverse side of tote. (i)
12. Cut leather strap into two equal pieces, each about 25" (63.5cm) long.

Punch two holes 1⁄2" (13mm) and 11⁄2" (3.8cm) in from both ends of each
strap. (j)
13. Align leather strap with punched holes on tote and place male rivet

through each hole. Place female side of each rivet on the inside, over the
male rivet. (k) Hit with hammer to close rivet. (l)
14. Turn tote over to reverse side and repeat step 13.
15. Awesome job! Now go hit the town.
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